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Includes the full German text, accompanied by GermanEnglish vocabulary. Notes and a detailed introduction in
English put the work in its social and historical context.
How do we choose what movies to go see? How do we
process the sounds and images of those films? How do they
influence our behaviors, attitudes and beliefs after we leave
the theater? Using psychology theory, this book answers
these questions while considering the effects of relatively
permanent personality variables, our changeable moods and
the people we are with in such scenarios. It also points out
areas of the study in which further work is necessary and
where new concepts, such as awe and aesthetic pleasure,
may further understanding.
Dean looks at the aftermath of the Watergate scandal,
describes the changes in his own life, and speculates on the
identity of "Deep Throat"
The Lost Honor of Katharina BlumOr, How Violence Develops
and Where It Can LeadPenguin
Cited by the Nobel Prize committee as the “crown” of
Heinrich Böll’s work, the gripping story of Group Portrait With
Lady unspools like a suspenseful documentary. Via a series
of tense interviews, an unnamed narrator uncovers the
story—past and present—of one of Böll’s most intriguing
characters, the enigmatic Leni Pfeiffer, a struggling war
widow. At the center of her struggle is her effort to prevent the
demolition of her Cologne apartment building, a fight in which
she is joined by a motley group of neighbors. Along with her
illegitimate son, Lev, she becomes the nexus of a
countercultural group rebelling against Germany’s
dehumanizing past under the Nazis ... and what looks to be
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an equally dehumanizing future under capitalism.
Robert Faehmel finds his structured life threatened by an old
schoolmate and former Nazi
Nobel Prize winner Heinrich Böll's powerful novel about a
woman terrorized by the media A Penguin Classic In an era in
which journalists will stop at nothing to break a story, Henrich
Böll's The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum has taken on
heightened relevance. A young woman's association with a
hunted man makes her the target of a journalist determined to
grab headlines by portraying her as an evil woman. As the
attacks on her escalate and she becomes the victim of
anonymous threats, Katharina sees only one way out of her
nightmare. Turning the mystery genre on its head, the novel
begins with the confession of a crime, drawing the reader into
a web of sensationalism, character assassination, and the
unavoidable eruption of violence. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative
texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The only collection of Boll's nonfiction prose to be published
in English spans over two decades of social, political, literary,
and cultural commentary. These twenty-nine essays, reviews,
and speeches reflect the same moral passion and deep
wisdom that resonate through his fiction. Here is Boll the
Nobel laureate and Boll the private man: his compassion for
ordinary people, his unblinking view of the tragedies of war,
his satiric portrait of modern urban life, and his deeply
personal reflections on life and literature.
Hailed by feminists as one of the most important contributions
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to women's studies in the last decade, this gripping,
beautifully written account describes the daily struggles of
women under the Marxist regime in the former republic of
Yugoslavia.
"These twenty-six stories illustrate Heinrich Boll's finely
nuanced storytelling at its best. In stunning portraits of
ordinary people, Boll creates a rich tapestry of the dark years
in postwar Germany. There are tales of soldiers on leave,
listlessly visiting bars and brothels; stories of children
rendered with a simplicity that belies their emotional impact;
and stark vignettes of people struggling to re-make their lives
against the ruined landscape of war-devastated towns and
villages. Representing Boll's youthful beginnings, this
collection introduces the themes that inform his life-long
literary accomplishments and the wit, intelligence, and
lyricism that made Boll one of contemporary Europe's most
acclaimed writers."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
A young woman's association with a hunted man makes her
the target of a journalist determined to grab headlines by
portraying her as an evil woman. As the attacks on her
escalate and she becomes the victim of anonymous threats,
Katharina sees only one way out of her nightmare.
The Lost Honour of Katharina Blum, Or: How Violence
Develops and Where It Can Lead was written by Heinrich
Boll, one of Germany's most prolific postwar writers. Although
Boll insisted that his characters were compositions and not
psychological creations, they do have psychological reality. In
this novel he tells the story of pretty, bright, young Katharina
Blum, who becomes the center of intrigue with a big city
newspaper when at a carnival party she falls in love with a
young radical lawbreaker on the run from the police.
Screening the Red Army Faction: Historical and Cultural
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Memory explores representations of the Red Army Faction
(RAF) in print media, film and art, locating an analysis of
these texts in the historical and political context of unfolding
events. In this way, the book contributes both a new history
and a new cultural history of post-fascist era West Germany
that grapples with the fledgling republic's most pivotal
debates about the nature of democracy and authority; about
violence, its motivations and regulation; and about its cultural
afterlife. Looking back at the history of representations of the
RAF in various media, this book considers how our
understanding of the Cold War era, of the long sixties and of
the RAF is created and re-created through cultural texts.
From the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature 2009 'Just
as the father in the house in which we live is our father, so
Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu is the father of our country. And
just as the mother in the house in which we live is our mother,
so Comrade Elena Ceausescu is the mother of our country.
Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu is the father of our children. All
the children love comrade Nicolae and comrade Elena,
because they are their parents.' The Passport is a beautiful,
haunting novel whose subject is a German village in Romania
caught between the stifling hopelessness of Ceausescu's
dictatorship and the glittering temptations of the West. Stories
from the past are woven together with the problems Windisch,
the village miller, faces after he applies for permission to
migrate to West Germany. Herta Mller describes with poetic
attention the dreams and superstitions, conflicts and
oppression of a forgotten region, the Banat, in the Danube
Plain. In sparse, lyrical language, Herta Mller captures the
forlorn plight of a trapped people. This edition is translated by
Martin Chalmers, with a new foreword by Paul Bailey. Also by
Herta Mller: Nadirs, The Land of Green Plums, The
Appointment, and The Hunger Angel.
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A unique entry in the Böll library, Irish Journal
records an eccentric tour of Ireland in the 1950's. An
epilogue written fourteen years later reflects on the
enormous changes to the country and the people
that Böll loved. Irish Journal is a time capsule of a
land and a way of life that has disappeared.
Acclaimed entertainer Hans Schneir collapses when
his beloved Marie leaves him because he won’t
marry her within the Catholic Church. The desertion
triggers a searing re-examination of his life—the loss
of his sister during the war, the demands of his
millionaire father and the hypocrisies of his mother,
who first fought to “save” Germany from the Jews,
then worked for “reconciliation” afterwards. Heinrich
Böll’s gripping consideration of how to overcome
guilt and live up to idealism—how to find something to
believe in—gives stirring evidence of why he was
such an unwelcome presence in post-War German
consciousness . . . and why he was such a
necessary one.
Returning to the ruins of post-World War II Cologne,
Hans finds his cynicism fading through his healing
relationships with the Church and with his new love,
Regina
What if the perfect world wasn't built for you?
Welcome to QualityLand, the best country on Earth.
Here, a universal ranking system determines the
social advantages and career opportunities of every
member of society. An automated matchmaking
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service knows the best partners for everyone and
helps with the break up when your ideal match
(frequently) changes. And the foolproof algorithms of
the biggest, most successful company in the world,
TheShop, know what you want before you do and
conveniently deliver to your doorstep before you
even order it. In QualityCity, Peter Jobless is a
machine scrapper who can't quite bring himself to
destroy the imperfect machines sent his way, and
has become the unwitting leader of a band of robotic
misfits hidden in his home and workplace. One day,
Peter receives a product from TheShop that he
absolutely, positively knows he does not want, and
which he decides, at great personal cost, to return.
The only problem: doing so means proving the
perfect algorithm of TheShop wrong, calling into
question the very foundations of QualityLand itself.
Qualityland, Marc-Uwe Kling's first book to be
translated into English, is a brilliantly clever,
illuminating satire in the tradition of Kurt Vonnegut,
Douglas Adams, and George Orwell that offers a
visionary, frightening, and all-too funny glimpse at a
near future we may be hurtling toward faster than it's
at all comfortable to admit. So why delay any longer?
TheShop already knows you're going to love this
book. You may as well head to the cash register,
crack the covers, and see why that is for yourself.
"My mother has been dead for almost seven weeks:
I had better go to work before the need to write
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about her, which I felt so strongly at her funeral, dies
away and I fall back into the dull speechlessness
with which I reacted to the nerves of her suicide." So
begins Peter Handke's extraordinary confrontation
with his mother's death. In a painful and courageous
attempt to deal with the almost intolerable horror of
her suicide, he sets out to piece together the facts of
her life, as he perceives them. What emerges is a
loving portrait of inconsolable grief, a woman whose
lively spirit has been crushed not once but over and
over again by the miseries of her place and time. Yet
well into middle age, living in the Austrian village of
her birth, she still remains haunted by her dreams.
This collection of stories describes the daily lives of
Germans during the Second World War and its
aftermath, capturing the thoughts and emotions of
soldiers and the suffering of the ordinary Germans
who paid for the war.
Contains 63 stories and novellas by one of
Germany's greatest writers.
Four men who are related to each other but became
estranged during World War II are reunited in Rome after the
war.
Approaching the question of how male novelists perceive
their female characters, this collection of creative yet analytic
literary essays unwinds the complexities of male authorship
versus narration. Mark Axelrod looks at a wide range of male
authors including Fydor Dostoevsky, D.H. Lawrence, Carlos
Fuentes, and the theories of Jacques Lacan.
What Remains collects Christa Wolf's short fiction, from early
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work in the sixties to the widely debated title story, first
published in Germany in 1990. Addressing a wide range of
topics, from sexual politics to the nature of memory, these
powerful and often very personal stories offer a fascinating
introduction to Wolf's work. What Remains and Other Stories
. . . is clear and farsighted. The eight heartfelt stories in the
book show why she has been respected as a serious author
since her 1968 novel, The Quest for Christa T. . . . Wolf uses
her own experiences and observations to create universal
themes about the controls upon human freedom.—Herbert
Mitgang, New York Times Christa Wolf has set herself
nothing less than the task of exploring what it is to be a
conscious human being alive in a moment of history.—Mary
Gordon, New York Times Book Review The simultaneous
publication of these two volumes offers readers here a
generous sampling of the short fiction, speeches and essays
that Wolf has produced over the last three decades.—Mark
Harman, Boston Globe
FROM THE WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE FOR
LITERATURE Katharina Blum is pretty, bright, hard-working
and at the centre of a big city scandal when she falls in love
with a young radical on the run from the police. Portrayed by
the city's leading newspaper as a whore, a communist and an
atheist, she becomes the target of anonymous phone calls
and sexual threats. Blum's life is systematically undone by the
distortions of a corrupt press, concerned only with presenting
the most salacious story. This is a chilling and unforgettable
novel from a Nobel Prize-winning writer.
The scientist Roithamer has dedicated the last six years of his
life to “the Cone,” an edifice of mathematically exact
construction that he has erected in the center of his family’s
estate in honor of his beloved sister. Not long after its
completion, he takes his own life. As an unnamed friend
pieces together—literally, from thousands of slips of papers
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and one troubling manuscript—the puzzle of Rotheimer’s
breakdown, what emerges is the story of a genius
ceaselessly compelled to correct and refine his perceptions
until the only logical conclusion is the negation of his own
soul. Considered by many critics to be Thomas Bernhard’s
masterpiece, Correction is a cunningly crafted and
unforgettable meditation on the tension between the desire
for perfection and the knowledge that it is unattainable.
Contains the novellas When the War Broke Out and When
the War Was Over, originally published in German by InselVerlag, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1962 and subsequently published
as Absent Without Leave by Kiepenheuer and Witsch, Koln,
1964. The English translation first appeared in 1965 and was
published in the US by McGraw-Hill. Annotation copyright by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
A "powerful image of innocence betrayed, of measureless evil
oozing quietly from regulated, unimpeachable convention" LJ.

A radical combination of emerging and established
Mexican authors of original tales of the fantastic.
With the publication of Tomorrow and Yesterday,
Heinrich Boll was truly regarded as the spokesman of
modern Germany. Boll's novel is the story of a group of
families living in a house in Germany. The members of
each generation - those who lived through the war, and
those conceived and born during its terror - must assess
their pasts and their collective futures. This moving story
is the crowning achievement of Boll's extraordinary
career.
In English translation. One of the most talked-about
works ever published in the German Democratic
Republic! This innovative novel by an East German
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writer is a worthy companion to the classic it parodies
and parallels: Goethes The Sufferings of Young Werther.
Goethe and J. D. Salinger were the two greatest
influences on Edgar Wibeau, Young W. Edgar is a
17-year-old with the frustrations of teenagers all over the
world, living with the added pressures of an East-bloc
state. A model all-GDR boy, the son of a factory director,
he suddenly drops out. But not from socialism per sejust
from conformity, picky regulations, and official
disapproval of jeans, the blues, and girls. Hiding out, he
finds and devours an old copy of The Sufferings of
Young Werther. From then on he wards off reality with
Goethe texts, and young Wibeaus fate is superimposed
on that of Werther like a transparent overlay. It is an
ironic and revealing linkage.
Fritz Tolm has risen to the most powerful position in
Germany. With fame comes fear and vulnerability.
Threats to his life are met with the all-pervasive “safetynet” of police protection and surveillance. Trapped in a
house they dare not leave, where every visitor is suspect
and every object a potential bomb, Tolm and his family
wait to discover when and how terrorism will overtake
them.
From the internationally acclaimed author of Gould’s
Book of Fish comes an astonishing new novel, a riveting
portrayal of a society driven by fear. What would you do
if you turned on the television and saw you were the
most wanted terrorist in the country? Gina Davies is
about to find out when, after a night spent with an
attractive stranger, she becomes a prime suspect in the
investigation of an attempted terrorist attack. In The
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Unknown Terrorist, one of the most brilliant writers
working in the English language today turns his attention
to the most timely of subjects — what our leaders tell us
about the threats against us, and how we cope with living
in fear. Chilling, impossible to put down, and all too
familiar, The Unknown Terrorist is a relentless tour de
force that paints a devastating picture of a contemporary
society gone haywire, where the ceaseless drumbeat of
terror alert levels, newsbreaks, and fear of the unknown
pushes a nation ever closer to the breaking point.
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